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Consequences

To Producers. These programs could add at the most
about 4.5 percent to the value of total consumer food
purchases compared to what they otherwise would be
without a program. But the effect would more likely be
about 3 percent due to some substitution of aid for
commercial purchase. The effect on producer prices
and incomes would be upward, but most likely less than
the maxim~m possible of 15 percent, due to the long
run inducement for greater production. However, pro
grams involving specific commodities, such as milk and
meat, would affect those producers relatively more.

To Agri-business. Food handlers benefit from food
aid by greater volume according to their function.

To Foreign Agricultural Trade. A slight downward
pressure on commercial exports would result, due to
somewhat higher prices. But total exports could be in
creased, with a maximum of 5%. Conversely, the added
demand would tend to increase imports slightly.

To Consumers. Although the net benefits to food aid
recipients are debated, low-income consumers, particu
larly domestic, would undoubtedly benefit from the
greater quantity and quality of food at lower cost. Over
17 million food stamp recipients and 25 million school
children are reached. Consumers with higher incomes
would face a small increase in food prices, probably
from 1 to 3 percent, given the greater production.

To Taxpayers. With a continuation of programs. at
the present level, but not at the rapid rate of expanSIOn
of a few years ago, the taxpayer's burden would depend
on changes in the size of the population, personal i.n
come levels, and tax revenues. At present the $9.3 bIl
lion total food aid is less than 3 percent of all federal an
nual outlays, with a quarter percent foreign aid.

SUBSTANTIAL FOOD AID
EXPANSION OR CONTRACfION

Food Aid Expansion. Substantial food aid expansion
could take several forms: reaching more people in tar
geted groups, increasing the level of cost-shari~g for re
cipients, or inclusion of more groups. A domestIc annual
food aid budget of $10-15 billion, or about 4 percent of
the total federal budget, would more nearly reach all of
the 25 million now designated as below the poverty level
in income and more of the needy children. A possible
target for' foreign food aid would be to re.gain. t~e real
relative level of aid of the 1960's and mamtam It at a
stable proportion of the federal budget. This could reach
$5 billion a year, about 1 percent of the federal budget.

Food Aid Contraction. Substantial food aid reduc
tion would involve a reversal of recent trends with a
lower real dollar federal cost, a lower proportion of the
total budget, and smaller number of recipients, perhaps
only coverage of emergency assistance. This could re
sult in a domestic food aid budget of a constant real val-

ue of perhaps $5 billion, about 1.5 percent of the total
budget and decreasing as budgets grow, and with 5 per
cent of total population being reached.

Consequences. Expansion of domestic food aid to
$10-15 billion and foreign aid to $5 billion would likely
have consequences in the same direction as indicated
earlier for the present program but with substantially
greater magnitude. Substantial reduction of food aid be
low current levels, with domestic being $5 billion an
nually and foreign donations of $300 million annually,
would have the opposite effects.

SUBSTITUTION OF GENERAL CASH PAYMENTS
FOR FOOD AID - DOMESTIC ONLY

Domestic food aid could be replaced by a new general
welfare or income maintenance policy. With sufficient
public income aid to bring incomes to a minimu~ !evel
judged adequate for food and other needs, the reCIpIents
would have a greater choice in their spending, and the
public would benefit from elimination of administra
tive duplication, conflict, and complexity.

But it can also be argued that the nutrition of people,
particularly the young, can best be served when aid con
sists of specific foods or food purchases. Food aid has
been more palatable politically than income payments.
The effects on food demand, food prices, and product
prices likely would be less than with food aid.

CHANGE IN FOOD AID ADMINISTRATION

Domestic Program Consequences.
Food aid is administered by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) in cooperation with state and local
welfare and other governmental agencies. An alternative
would be administration by another unit as the U.S. De
partment of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW).

A possible advantage would be that HEW, the ad
ministrative home for welfare programs, might have
greater administrative expertise, offer efficiencies of
joint overhead, and provide greater budget support. It
would also remove a possible agriculture bias toward
using food aid to solve "surplus" farm product problems.

However, retention of food aid in USDA provides a
leverage for political support of commercial commodity
programs and access to existing research about nutri
tion, food quality, and marketing.
Foreign Program Consequences.

Foreign food aid decisions are made substantially by
the U.S. Department of State, with administration. an.d
distribution handled by USDA. The issue of any shIft IS
the desired balance of goals pursued by these depart
ments, such as acceptable farm prices vs. foreign rela
tions. Another alternative appears to be for U.S. for
eign aid to be administered by an international agency,
perhaps in conjunction with a world food reser:e. SUc?
a shift removes food aid from domestic and foreIgn poh
cy interests but also from U.S. control.
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